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10 POWERHOUSE PROPRESENTER HACKS 
 
1.  GAMES 
There are a couple of tutorials out there where you can use the props layer, which is above the lyrics 

layer, in ProPresenter to create games. Like in the Family Feud style, where you reveal the answer at any 

time just by getting rid of or adding a prop. Set it up ahead of time and it’s nonlinear that way. You could 

also do Connect Four, Trivia Challenge, Memory, Wheel of Fortune, etc. You can emulate many popular 

TV game shows on ProPresenter to really engage your audience. 

 

The set-up can be used multiple times because all you basically have to edit are the answers depending 

on the game show. Once you have the background set up and the props where they’re going to be, then 

it’s just a matter of changing answers from week to week. 

 

2.  SLIDE LABELS 
As a Live Director, I utilize the ProPresenter Operator as a helper to get me ahead of the flow of the 

service. Slide Labels are usually used to indicate sections of a song – the Verse, the Chorus, etc. I’ve 

taken it one step further. I sit with the ProPresenter Operator before any rehearsals and run-throughs and 

walk through each song of the service. Throughout the song, we add labels to slides that I would like 

them to say out loud when we get to that slide live. For example, we add labels like “Guitar Solo in 3 

Slides”, “Drum Solo here”, “3 Slides Left in the Song”, etc. During the service, when we get to this slide, 

the ProPresenter Operator speaks that label out loud on Comm. This cue is heard by the Director, the 

Camera Operators and others on Comm and allows everyone to know what’s coming next. It helps the 

team not have to remember everything in every song or element. 

 

To add Slide Labels, simply right click on a slide and select “Slide Label”. Select “Other” to add your own 

text. 

 
Sometimes your gut feeling of when to change the song/lyric ends up wrong, not inherently wrong, due 

how the worship band may be performing the song that day. So little notes, even just to the ProPresenter 

Operator, to remind them of how it is supposed to go for the day is very helpful. You can also put notes 

up on the stage screens to help out the Worship leaders and band as well. 

 

3.  SYPHON 
The little checkbox added in ProPresenter 6 for Mac (sorry Windows people). At first it may not seem to 
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do anything, but it is actually sending the output from ProPresenter to other software through the 

computer.  

 

Go into Preferences à Display Preferences à check the little checkbox at the bottom. This is syphon out, 

you can also syphon sources in through the live video option. 

 

4.  CONTROL THE STAGE DISPLAY ONLY 
If you do this accidentally, you may think you have broken ProPresenter but don’t worry that’s not the 

case! Most times you want to send lyrics to both the stage display for the band and also to the 

congregation, but sometimes you just want to send lyrics just to the band.  

 

There is a menu option, but you can also “Command + 0 ” and then go through lyrics like normal until you 

hit “Command + 0 ” once more to go back to normal. 

 

5.  ALT-ENTER 
Alt-Enter is a keyboard shortcut that you can use to split a group of text into two slides. This is very useful 

when you import a song from SongSelect or another source and the text does not flow the way you’d like. 

 

To use Alt-Enter, edit a slide in the Song Editor, click on the spot in the lyrics where you want to split the 

text and hit “Alt” and “Enter” on your keyboard. 

 

6.  INTERACTIVE PROJECTION DISPLAY 
Basically you set up keyboard shortcuts to the appropriate slides that you want to show up. For example, 

you could hit “A” on the keyboard and it would cause a slide to fire and then if you hit “S” or “B”, those 

cause other slides to fire.  

 

Simple, but what makes it cool is that instead of a keyboard you use a Makey Makey, which can turn 

almost anything into a keyboard, or an Arduino. Not all models do this, but once you learn how to do this 

you can make single buttons that basically plug into your computer and do certain things. For example, 

graphic designers would have a Copy/Paste button where they wouldn’t have to continuously use the 

shortcut or have Photoshop dedicate buttons. 

 

So buttons you embed into the wall for a 3D projection display and people can walk up and push this 

button and the text changes on the wall. The effect is magical. 
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7. TEMPLATES 
This will save you time and is super easy. Go into ProPresenter and create one slide exactly the way you 

want it, including shapes around the text for example. Then get out of the editor, right-click on it and turn it 

into a Template. Once you do that, you can apply it to the rest of the song slides.  

 

This helps future-proof your presentation and makes changes easy and quick. 

 

8.  COLLABORATE WITH YOUR WORSHIP LEADER: 
This tip is for your team and not the ProPresenter software itself. However, I promise you, if you 

implement this tip, your ProPresenter Operator will excel at their execution of your service. The tip is this: 

Collaborate with Your Worship Team. I know this may sound simple, but having a strong collaboration 

between the production booth or control room and the stage is key to an effective service. Here are some 

ideas for good collaboration between these teams: 

 

• Have your band record rehearsal and record the songs the exact way they are going to perform them 

live. This playback can help your all production teams prepare to execute the songs well. It gives 

lighting, audio, and video a road map to where you’re headed. Also, take this audio playback and 

post it on Planning Center for your ProPresenter Operator to listen to. Require that they log in and 

listen to the songs a couple times during the week. 

• Meet with your Worship Leader during the week to go over the flow of the service. Its good for the 

Service Producer or control room leader to meet with the Worship Leader to walk through the flow 

of the songs, any special solos or instrumentals, any speaking sections, transitions and more. I 

would this information and create slide labels with notes like “Worship Leader talks here” 

or “Drum Heavy in this Transition”. This would allow us to capture all the important elements on 

screen and enhance the worship experience. 

• Encourage your Worship Leader to meet with the ProPresenter Operator. Many times, the 

ProPresenter Operator and the Worship Leader never talk to each other on a Sunday. Why is 

this? Encourage your Worship Leaders to build relationships with your volunteers, especially 

those that can save them loads of embarrassment on-stage. Have them help each other between 

services fix any lyric issues or other mistakes. 
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9.  NOTIFICATIONS ON COMPUTER 
Your notifications, by default when using the new messaging features on ProPresenter, just pops up and 

says you have a message and then disappears. This is typically fine because you can just click on it and 

it appears on the screen, but what if it happens during a really long prayer or when you know no one will 

be able to see it for a really long time?  

 

You can change the notification settings so you actually have to click on the notification to dismiss it 

rather than it disappearing on its own and causing you to act on the notification immediately before it does 

so. 

 

10. TRANSPARENCY  
Sometimes your lighting colors don’t match. This can make this a lot easier and time-efficient. Using 

ProRes 444 with ProPresenter you don’t have to re-edit the whole thing because it includes transparency. 

This helps change the background at any moment or moving lower thirds.  

 
 


